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More than 800,000 copies in print! From the author of critically
acclaimed and bestselling memoir Falling Leaves, this is a
poignant and moving true account of her childhood, growing up
as an unloved daughter in 1940s China. A Chinese proverb says,
"Falling leaves return to their roots." In her own courageous
voice, Adeline Yen Mah returns to her roots to tell the story of her
painful childhood and her ultimate triumph in the face of despair.
Adeline's affluent, powerful family considers her bad luck after
her mother dies giving birth to her, and life does not get any easier
when her father remarries. Adeline and her siblings are subjected
to the disdain of her stepmother, while her stepbrother and
stepsister are spoiled with gifts and attention. Although Adeline
wins prizes at school, they are not enough to compensate for what
she really yearns for -- the love and understanding of her family.
Like the classic Cinderella story, this powerful memoir is a
moving story of resilience and hope. Includes an Author's Note, a
6-page photo insert, a historical note, and the Chinese text of the
original Chinese Cinderella. A PW BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR
AN ALA-YALSA BEST BOOK FOR YOUNG ADULTS “One of
the most inspiring books I have ever read.” –The Guardian
Forty-two-year-old Mia Thorne is not living her best life. After a
disastrous career-and-relationship-ending event, she escapes New
York City and moves to a sleepy river town in Pennsylvania,
courtesy of a dead aunt she never knew. Aunt Hazel was the
reclusive family nut, a self-proclaimed psychic. Of course, Mia's
dad always told her that she, too, had the gift, but after his death,
her mother made sure to squelch the notion. No square pegs
allowed! Aunt Hazel's old cottage is only slightly better than the
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decrepit gardens surrounding it. Mia doesn't know the first thing
about gardening and expects this will be one more failure on her
seemingly endless list. Even Aunt Hazel's ancient cat seems to
have pegged her as a loser. When Mia stumbles over a body in the
overgrown garden, the newcomer catches the eye of the police
chief and his hotshot detective, Derek Fairfax, and she becomes
the number one suspect in the case. Much to her shock and awe,
she also catches the eye of Derek's brother, Dane, a lawyer with a
head for what's legal and a bod for what isn't-but getting arrested
for murder would certainly put a damper on her dating life. Will
Mia tap into her long-buried psychic skills in order to save herself
or will she end up digging her own grave? Petal to the Metal is the
first book in The Bloomin' Psychic series.Other series by Annabel
Chase: SpellboundSpellbound Ever AfterStarry Hollow
WitchesMidlife Magic Cocktail ClubPandora's PrideDemonspawn
AcademySpellslingers Academy of MagicDivine Place
Summers in the seaside town of Noquit Maine are quiet and
relaxing ... unless you find a mysterious dead body, a hunky exboyfriend shows up and you start getting instructions from ghostly
relatives. That’s exactly what happens to Morgan Blackmoore.
Suddenly, she finds herself in a race against time as she’s
launched into a dangerous treasure hunt that pits her against
modern day pirates who think she has the key to a three hundred
year old secret. To complicate matters even more, one of her
sisters keeps talking to the ghost of their dead grandmother,
another has crystals with unusually powerful healing properties
and her cat has an uncanny habit of showing up in exactly the
right place at exactly the right time. Not to mention that her exboyfried, Luke Hunter, suddenly shows up in town after ten years
of being overseas and claims to want to help her fight off these
deadly pirates, but Morgan finds herself fighting her attraction to
him instead. Will Morgan outwit the treasure hunters and find the
real killer before Sheriff Overton puts her in jail? And what about
Luke, is he really a good guy or just after the treasure himself?
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This is Book 2 in the Blackmoore Sisters cozy mystery series.
The fourteenth novel in the magical alternate history Elemental
Masters series continues the reimagined adventures of Sherlock
Holmes in a richly-detailed alternate 20th-century England. While
Sherlock is still officially dead, John and Mary Watson and Nan
Killian and Sarah Lyon-White are taking up some of his caseload--and some for Lord Alderscroft, the Wizard of London. Lord
Alderscroft asks them to go to Dartmoor to track down a rumor of
evil magic brewing there. Not more than four hours later, a poor
cottager, also from Dartmoor, arrives seeking their help. His wife,
in a fit of rage over the children spilling and spoiling their only
food for dinner that night, sent them out on the moors to forage
for something to eat. This is not the first time she has done this,
and the children are moor-wise and unlikely to get into
difficulties. But this time they did not come back, and in fact, their
tracks abruptly stopped "as if them Pharisees took'd 'em." The
man begs them to come help. They would have said no, but there's
the assignment for Alderscroft. Why not kill two birds with one
stone? But the deadly bogs are not the only mires on Dartmoor.
Twenty-Five Ghost Stories
A Hidden Tribe, Superathletes, and the Greatest Race the World
Has Never Seen
The Land of Stories: The Wishing Spell
The Psychosocial Implications of Disney Movies
Spell's Bells

New York Times-bestselling October Daye series
• Hugo Award-winning author Seanan McGuire •
"Top of my urban-paranormal series list!"
—Felicia Day Changeling knight in the court of
the Duke of Shadowed Hills, October "Toby" Daye
has survived numerous challenges that would
destroy fae and mortal alike. Now Toby must
take on a nightmarish new assignment. Someone
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is stealing both fae and mortal children—and all
signs point to Blind Michael. When the young son
of Toby's closest friends is snatched from their
Northern California home, Toby has no choice but
to track the villains down, even when there are
only three magical roads by which to reach Blind
Michael's realm—home of the legendary Wild
Hunt—and no road may be taken more than once.
If she cannot escape with all the children before
the candle that guides and protects her burns
away, Toby herself will fall prey to Blind
Michael's inescapable power. And it doesn't bode
well for the success of her mission that her own
personal Fetch, May Daye—the harbinger of
Toby's own death—has suddenly turned up on
her doorstep...
Witch-in-training Emma Hart is preparing for one
of the worst days of her life...the marriage of
fallen angel Daniel Starr to the spoiled fairy, Elsa
Knightsbridge. Fortunately for Emma,
distractions are easy to come by in Spellbound
when a troll is found dead near a bridge and an
overzealous werewolf is arrested for indecent
exposure. Will these incidents be enough to keep
Emma from falling apart? Or will one of these
situations be her undoing?
Holly's faced some serious challenges following
her banishment from the supernatural
community but nothing quite like this... She's
fighting for her freedom but when her strongest
ally is found murdered, everything is on the linePage 4/29
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including her own life. With her rag-tag band of
supernatural friends in tow, Holly's off to launch
her biggest-and most dangerous-investigation
yet. She must stop the killer without setting off
the SPA's alarms or else she can kiss her chance
at freedom goodbye. *** Grab a Lemon Cloud and
come back to Beechwood Harbor with Witch Way
Home, the fourth book in the Beechwood Harbor
Magic Mysteries series of paranormal cozy
mysteries where vampires, ghosts, shifters, and
witches all work, play, and-mostly-get along.
TROUBLE IS BREWING… As the owner of Little
Shop of Potions, a magic potion shop specializing
in love potions, Carly Bell Hartwell finds her
product more in demand than ever. A local
soothsayer has predicted that a couple in town
will soon divorce—and now it seems every
married person in Hitching Post, Alabama, wants
a little extra matrimonial magic to make sure
they stay hitched. But when Carly finds a dead
man in her shop, clutching one of her potion
bottles, she goes from most popular potion
person to public enemy number one. In no time
the murder investigation becomes a witch
hunt—literally! Now Carly is going to need to
brew up some serious sleuthing skills to clear
her name and find the real killer—before the
whole town becomes convinced her potions
really are to die for!
A Magic Potion Mystery
Cast Away
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The Outstretched Shadow
Better Than Hex
Doom and Broom
Welcome to Chipping Cheddar, where supernaturals are hidden
in plain sightResidents are sneezing and coughing all over town
and it seems like a brutal allergy season is upon us--until
someone dies. When Dr. Verity reveals a supernatural cause, I'm
on the case, but how do I track a culprit whose only evidence
seems to be the infection it leaves behind? In the meantime,
neighbors new and old bring trouble to Munster Close and I need
to intervene before the wicked witches escalate matters. With the
annual cheese festival on the horizon and a stealthy demon on
the loose, I know I'll need to set aside my misgivings and use my
magic to prevent a catastrophe. Can I stop this outbreak before it
becomes a full-fledged epidemic or will the entire town succumb
to the deadly demon? Grace Under Fury (Federal Bureau of
Magic Cozy Mystery, Book 4) is a full-length humorous
paranormal cozy mystery with demon action and a budding
romance. Federal Bureau of Magic cozy mystery seriesGreat
Balls of Fury, Book 1Fury Godmother, Book 2No Guts, No
Fury, Book 3Grace Under Fury, Book 4Bedtime Fury, Book
5Books in the Starry Hollow Witches series include: Magic &
Murder, Book 1Magic & Mystery, Book 2 Magic & Mischief,
Book 3 Magic & Mayhem, Book 4Magic & Mercy, Book 5Magic
& Madness, Book 6Magic & Malice, Book 7Magic & Mythos,
Book 8Magic & Mishaps, Book 9Books in the Spellbound series
include: Curse the Day, Book 1Doom and Broom, Book 2 Spell's
Bells, Book 3 Lucky Charm, Book 4Better Than Hex, Book 5Cast
Away, Book 6A Touch of Magic, Book 7A Drop in the Potion,
Book 8Hemlocked and Loaded, Book 9All Spell Breaks Loose,
Book 10Books in the Spellbound Ever After series include: Crazy
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For Brew, Book 1Lost That Coven Feeling, Book 2Wands Upon
A Time, Book 3Charmed Offensive, Book 4
Maura might be new to the supernatural town of Green Vallis,
but this isn't her first dance with the devil. Half vampire, half
human and full bar owner, Curtis Jefferson has spent a lifetime
running from his vampiric ancestor. When the old nemesis
finally catches up to him, it's only by a freak accident that he's
not killed. But now the beautiful woman who saved his life has a
target on her back. As the new owner of the local motel, Maura
MacGregor doesn't have to live at the family mansion, affording
her the ability to stay out of the limelight. She never thought the
famed Warlock MacGregors' magickal troubles would manifest
by way of a tall, dark, and hunky bar owner, but she doesn't get
to make the rules. Fate does. Magic, Mischief and Kilts! From
the Highlands of Scotland to the valleys of Wisconsin... A
modern-day Scottish paranormal romance by NYT Bestselling
Author Michelle M. Pillow.
When a Witch's World Goes to the Dogs. Enter the world of
Raen, turn left at the land of dragons, and you’ll find yourself in
the country of Aeristria. A place overflowing with magic and
creatures that were once only heard of in fairy tales. In the heart
of Aeristria is the capital city, Tolvade. Here you will find shops
and taverns, laughter and fun, runesmiths looking for their next
job, and sneaky pickpocketing imps. Steer clear of the galloping
gang of centaurs and you will see the headquarters of the
prestigious Coven. Within the Coven’s lower ranks, you’ll find
Vanessa, a third-year Hunter itching to become a Spellweaver.
She and her trusted demon partner, Botobolbilian, must
investigate an explosion at the academy and bring the culprit
responsible in. Easy job, right? Wrong. Vanessa and her partner
find that this investigation runs deep in black magic and
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sprinkled with feral demon summonings. With countless lives on
the line, Vanessa struggles with self-doubt and following her
heart (and laws) as she tries to right the wrongs of these heinous
criminals and bring them to justice before they do any more
harm. But, with an oncoming yearly blizzard just days away, is it
too late? Even with all the magic, spells, and power on Raen, this
job might be the last that this duo ever faces…
Welcome to Spellbound, where paranormal is the new normal.
Emma Hart hasn't had a moment's peace since her arrival in
Spellbound. Her fear of heights hits an all-time high when she's
tasked with mastering a broomstick. It doesn't help that Lady
Weatherby seems determined to make basic witch training feel
more like the magical ninja warrior championships. When a
werewolf is found dead and Daniel is named as the prime
suspect, Emma takes the initiative to prove that the angel's halo is
firmly intact, once again stepping on the hooves of the cranky
centaur, Sheriff Hugo. The heat is on as Emma struggles to get a
grip on her broomstick and identify the killer before it's too late.
Doom and Broom is the second book in the Spellbound
paranormal cozy mystery series. This is a full-length, humorous
cozy mystery novel. Books in the series include: Curse the Day,
Book 1 Doom and Broom, Book 2 Spell's Bells, Book 3 Lucky
Charm, Book 4 Better Than Hex, Book 5
The True Story of an Unwanted Daughter
Friday Night Bites
Hawksbill Station
Grace Under Fury
A Beechwood Harbor Magic Mystery

A “dark, restrained, and powerful”
mirror of current politics from the
Science Fiction Grand Master (Science
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Fiction Ruminations). In the barren
landscape of the late Cambrian period,
a penal colony sits high above the
ocean on the east coast of what would
become the United States. The
men—political prisoners—have been sent
from the twenty-first century on a oneway ticket to a lifetime of exile.
Their lonely existence has taken its
toll . . . Jim Barrett was once the
physically imposing leader of an
underground movement dedicated to
toppling America’s totalitarian
government. Now he is nothing but a
crippled old man, the camp’s de facto
ruler due to his seniority. His mind is
still sharp, having yet to succumb to
the psychosis that claims more and more
men each day. So when a new prisoner is
transported to the colony—a startlingly
young and suspiciously apolitical
man—Barrett’s instincts go on high
alert. As Barrett reminisces about his
revolutionary past, he uncovers the new
prisoner’s secrets—and faces a shocking
revelation that thrusts him into a
future he never dreamed possible . . .
“One of the finest writers ever to work
in science fiction.” —The Philadelphia
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Inquirer
Reminiscent of Doll Bones, this
deliciously eerie middle grade novel
tells the story of a girl who must
enter a world of ghosts, witches, and
monsters to play a game with deadly
consequences and rescue her aunt. Evie
Von Rathe lives in Blight Harbor—the
seventh-most haunted town in
America—with her Aunt Desdemona, the
local paranormal expert. Des doesn’t
have many rules except one: Stay out of
the abandoned slaughterhouse at the
edge of town. But when her aunt
disappears into the building, Evie goes
searching for her. There she meets The
Clackity, a creature who lives in the
shadows and seams of the
slaughterhouse. The Clackity makes a
deal with Evie to help get Des back in
exchange for the ghost of John Jeffrey
Pope, a serial killer who stalked
Blight Harbor a hundred years earlier.
Evie must embark on a journey into a
strange otherworld filled with hungry
witches, penny-eyed ghosts, and a
memory-thief, all while being pursued
by a dead man whose only goal is to add
Evie to his collection of lost souls.
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Welcome to Spellbound, where paranormal
is the new normal. The only magic Emma
Hart believes in is caffeine and the
power of the dryer to lose one sock per
load. A public interest lawyer buried
under a mound of student debt, Emma's
whole life has been one turn of bad
luck after another. Her streak seems to
continue when she gets lost on the way
to see a client in the remote Pocono
Mountains. A chance encounter with a
suicidal angel lands her in Spellbound,
a town where supernaturals have been
cursed to remain for
centuries--probably not the best time
for Emma to discover that she's
actually a witch. Between the recent
murder of the town's public defender, a
goblin accused of theft, remedial witch
classes, and the attention of one
smoking hot vampire, Emma struggles to
navigate this unfamiliar terrain
without losing her mind...or her life.
Curse the Day is the first book in the
Spellbound paranormal cozy mystery
series.
"Slaves of Freedom" by Coningsby
Dawson. Published by Good Press. Good
Press publishes a wide range of titles
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that encompasses every genre. From wellknown classics & literary fiction and
non-fiction to forgotten?or yet
undiscovered gems?of world literature,
we issue the books that need to be
read. Each Good Press edition has been
meticulously edited and formatted to
boost readability for all e-readers and
devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks
that are user-friendly and accessible
to everyone in a high-quality digital
format.
The Case of the Spellbound Child
Spellbound
The Well of Loneliness
All Spell Breaks Loose
Witch Way Home
C. S. Lewis was a British author, lay theologian, and
contemporary of J.R.R. Tolkien. The Lion, the Witch, and
the Wardrobe is the first book in The Chronicles of
Narnia.
A Paranormal Women's Fiction murder mystery for
anyone who believes you can find your powers at any
age.Constance Campbell has made a few questionable
decisions in the run-up to her fortieth birthday. So in a
way, moving two thousand miles away from everything
she's ever known makes perfect sense.Creel Creek,
Virginia is the last place either of her ex-husbands would
ever think to look for her. What better place to hide from
her humiliations than a town too small to warrant a
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mention on a map?Laid off, and recently divorced from
husband number two, this former workaholic moves in
with her estranged-and very strange-grandmother.A
grandmother who informs Constance that she comes
from a long line of powerful witches. And on the day she
hits the big 4-0, she'll come into her powers.It turns out
that she's not the only paranormal person in town. Under
the sleepy surface, the small town is teeming with
supernatural beings.When Constance finds the town's
resident vampire dead, things go from surreal to scary.
The local sheriff is convinced that a killer is lurking in the
shadows, hunting anyone with supernatural
abilities?including witches like her.He's not wrong.Can
Constance learn enough magic to save herself and Creel
Creek from this unknown foe?
Welcome to Spellbound, where paranormal is the new
normal. New witch Emma Hart is at her wit's end and,
this time, it's not the result of her vampire ghost
roommate, her snarky owl, or her feelings for a certain
fallen angel. Key members of Spellbound society are
acting like children and it's wreaking havoc on the town's
regulation-happy infrastructure. When Emma is turned
invisible during the investigation, she realizes that the
spell was no accident and that someone is out to silence
her-permanently. Lucky Charm is the fourth book in the
Spellbound paranormal cozy mystery series. This is a fulllength, humorous cozy mystery novel. Books in the
series include: Curse the Day, Book 1 Doom and Broom,
Book 2 Spell's Bells, Book 3 Lucky Charm, Book 4 Better
Than Hex, Book 5
Professional psychic Abigail Cooper is about to discover
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that some cold cases are better off dead... As the FBI's
newest Civilian Profiler, Abby Cooper is using her
powers of intuition to help solve a backlog of the
bureau's cold cases. But when she's the only one who's
convinced that several separate cold cases are related,
she'll have to call on every intuitive bone in her body
before she's the one put on ice...
Crispin: The Cross of Lead
The Paranormal Seduction of Today's Kids
Bessie Bell and the Goblin King
The Clackity
Curse the Day

Runway rivalries. An arcane arachnid.
Can she unravel this designer death?
Pet psychic Jolene needs some
excitement to keep her mind off her
downward spiral. So when her dreamy
police crush asks her to interview a
massive eight-legged murder witness,
the former shifter signs on despite the
risks. With an enchanted sweatshop
owner and a testy trendsetter both
dying from the same venom, Jolene fears
their crafty assassin has spun a
complex web... Following the officer
and his lie-sniffing German Shepherd
into a labyrinth of clues, she cuts
through a suspect list full of jealous
rivals and bitter enemies. But when
their investigation
shines a light on
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the frayed corners of the black market,
Jolene worries she's pulled the wrong
thread... Can she stitch up the case
before she gets sewn into a body bag?
Friday Night Bites is the second book
in the charming Magic Market paranormal
cozy mystery series. If you like clever
wit, supernatural settings, and
lighthearted whodunits, then you'll
love Erin Johnson's enchanting tale.
Buy Friday Night Bites for a delectable
detective treat today!
An instant New York Times bestseller!
"Internment sets itself
apart...terrifying, thrilling and
urgent."--Entertainment Weekly
Rebellions are built on hope. Set in a
horrifying near-future United States,
seventeen-year-old Layla Amin and her
parents are forced into an internment
camp for Muslim American citizens. With
the help of newly made friends also
trapped within the internment camp, her
boyfriend on the outside, and an
unexpected alliance, Layla begins a
journey to fight for freedom, leading a
revolution against the camp's Director
and his guards. Heart-racing and
emotional, Internment challenges
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readers to fight complicit silence that
exists in our society today.
Recounts the author's experiences with
the reclusive Tarahumara Indians, whose
techniques allow them to run long
distances with ease, and describes his
training for a fifty-mile race with the
tribe and a number of ultramarathoners.
In this volume of 15 articles,
contributors from a wide range of
disciplines present their analyses of
Disney movies and Disney music, which
are mainstays of popular culture. The
power of the Disney brand has
heightened the need for academics to
question whether Disney’s films and
music function as a tool of the Western
elite that shapes the views of those
less empowered. Given its global reach,
how the Walt Disney Company handles the
role of race, gender, and sexuality in
social structural inequality merits
serious reflection according to a
number of the articles in the volume.
On the other hand, other authors argue
that Disney productions can help
individuals cope with difficult
situations or embrace progressive
thinking. The different approaches to
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the assessment of Disney films as
cultural artifacts also vary according
to the theoretical perspectives guiding
the interpretation of both overt and
latent symbolic meaning in the movies.
The authors of the 15 articles
encourage readers to engage with the
material, showcasing a variety of views
about the good, the bad, and the best
way forward.
A Glimpse of Evil
Night Magick
A Potion to Die For
Magic & Mishaps
A Touch of Magic
Changes are afoot for Emma Hart now that her
secret is out and her love life has taken a
dramatic turn. With a mayoral election looming
and a murderer on the loose, will life suddenly be
a bed of roses for the plucky heroine or will she
get pricked by the thorns?
The Outstretched Shadow, the first book in The
Obsidian Trilogy from Mercedes Lackey and
James Mallory Kellen Tavadon, son of the ArchMage Lycaelon, thought he knew the way the
world worked. His father, leading the wise and
benevolent Council of Mages, protected and
guided the citizens of the Golden City of the
Bells. Young Mages in training--all men, for
women were unfit to practice magic--memorized
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the intricate details of High Magic and aspired to
seats on the council. Then he found the forbidden
Books of Wild Magic--or did they find him? The
three slim volumes woke Kellen to the wide
world outside the City's isolating walls. Their
Magic was not dead, strangled by rules and
regulations. It felt like a living thing, guided by
the hearts and minds of those who practiced it
and benefited from it. Questioning everything he
has known, Kellen discovers too many of the
City's dark secrets. Banished, with the Outlaw
Hunt on his heels, Kellen invokes Wild
Magic--and finds himself running for his life with
a unicorn at his side. Kellen's life changes almost
faster than he can understand or accept.
Rescued by a unicorn, healed by a female Wild
Mage who knows more about Kellen than anyone
outside the City should, meeting Elven royalty
and Elven warriors, and plunged into a world
where the magical beings he has learned about
as abstract concepts are flesh and blood
creatures-Kellen both revels in and fears his new
freedom. Especially once he learns about
Demons. He'd always thought they were another
abstract concept-a stand-in for ultimate evil. But
if centaurs and dryads are real, then Demons
surely are as well. And the one thing all the
Mages of the City agreed on was that practicing
Wild Magic corrupted a Mage. Turned him into a
Demon. Would that be Kellen's fate? Deep in
Obsidian Mountain, the Demons are waiting.
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Since their defeat in the last great War, they've
been biding their time, sowing the seeds of
distrust and discontent between their human and
Elven enemies. Very soon now, when the Demons
rise to make war, there will be no alliance
between High and Wild Magic to stand against
them. And all the world will belong to the
Endarkened. At the Publisher's request, this title
is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
Welcome to Starry Hollow, where spells were
made to be broken.Short on both cash and time,
Ember Rose does her best as a single mom in
New Jersey, serving up attitude along with
repossession notices. When a repo job goes
sideways, she and her daughter find themselves
in imminent danger--until a visit from estranged
relatives turns their world upside down. Ember,
Marley, and their Yorkie are transported to
Starry Hollow, a paranormal town where witches
rule and magic is as normal as pizza. Where
Ember goes, though, trouble seems to follow.
When a member of the coven turns up dead and
the sexy werewolf sheriff identifies Ember as a
suspect, she decides to take matters into her own
hands like only a Jersey girl can.Magic & Murder
is the first book in the Starry Hollow Witches
series.For more information, please visit Annabel
Chase on Facebook.Other books by Annabel
Chase include the Spellbound paranormal cozy
mystery series.
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Twenty-Five Ghost Stories BY W. BOB HOLLAND
This collection of ghost stories owes its
publication to an interest that I have long felt in
the supernatural and in works of the imagination.
As a child I was deeply concerned in tales of
spooks, haunted houses, wraiths and specters
and stories of weird experiences, clanking
chains, ghostly sights and gruesome sounds
always held me spellbound and breathless.
Experiences in editorial offices taught me that I
was not alone in liking stories of mystery. The
desire to know something of that existence that
is veiled by Death is equally potent in old age
and in youth, and men, women and children like
to be thrilled and to have a “creepy” feeling
along the spinal column as the result of reading
of a visitor from beyond the grave. This volume
contains the most famous of the weird stories of
Edgar Allan Poe, that master of this form of
literature. “The Black Cat” contains all the
needed element of mystery and supernatural,
and yet the feline acts in a natural manner all of
the time, and the story is quite possibly true. It is
only in the manner of its{6} telling that the tale
becomes one that fittingly finds its place in this
collection. Guy de Maupassant, the clever
Frenchman, is also represented by two effective
bits of work, and other less widely known writers
have also contributed stories that are worth
reading, and when once read will be
remembered. There is not a story among the
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twenty-five that is not worthy of close reading.
There has recently been a revival in interest in
ghost stories. Many of the high-class magazines
have within a few months printed stories with
supernatural incidents, and writers whose names
are known to all who read have turned their
attention to this form of literature. Whether or
not the reader believe in ghosts, he cannot fail to
be interested in this little book. Without
venturing to express a positive opinion either
way, I will only say with Hamlet: “There are more
things in heaven and earth, Horatio, than are
dreamt of in your philosophy.” Twenty-Five
Ghost Stories BY W. BOB HOLLAND
Midlife Curses
Folk-lore of West and Mid-Wales
Chinese Cinderella
Lucky Charm
Spellbound and Hellhounds

Our culture is saturated with the
supernatural. TV shows such as Medium,
Charmed, and Lost all have an "otherworldly" theme. Most of them blur the
lines between good and evil. This past
year was a "record" year for Hollywood
in the production of films that dealt
with the supernatural/paranormal. While
we choose our entertainment, our kids
don't often have the luxury of choosing
whether to be exposed to these things
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at school. This book seeks to present a
lucid and comprehensive examination of
the paranormal and occult by breaking
down the principles of paranormal
practices, giving key points about the
practices so that parents can readily
identify them. The book discusses the
occult view of supernatural energy and
of good and evil, and how these
concepts are seen in some popular
literature and movies. The book also
explains the dangers and gives a
biblical basis for concern. Christian
parents need to be equipped to discuss
these matters with their children!
The first book in Chris Colfer's #1 New
York Times bestselling series The Land
of Stories about two siblings who fall
into a fairy-tale world! Alex and
Conner Bailey's world is about to
change forever, in this fast-paced
adventure that uniquely combines our
modern day world with the enchanting
realm of classic fairy tales. The Land
of Stories tells the tale of twins Alex
and Conner. Through the mysterious
powers of a cherished book of stories,
they leave their world behind and find
themselves in a foreign land full of
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wonder and magic where they come faceto-face with fairy tale characters they
grew up reading about. But after a
series of encounters with witches,
wolves, goblins, and trolls alike,
getting back home is going to be harder
than they thought.
Welcome to Spellbound, where paranormal
is the new normal. Struggling to make
sense of recent changes in her life,
witch-in-training Emma Hart decides to
pursue therapy as well as a budding
friendship with Markos, the town's most
eligible minotaur and a talented
architect. When the building inspector
turns up dead in Markos's latest
design, Emma quickly finds herself in
the midst of a murder investigation. To
top it off, she's defending a young
werelion whose possession of a deadly
substance has everyone wondering
whether his intentions were equally
deadly. Despite these distractions,
Emma can't stop thinking about fallen
angel Daniel and his heartbreaking
decision. But if Emma doesn't manage to
clear her head of all these
distractions soon, she might just
become the killer's next victim. Better
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Than Hex is the fifth book in the
Spellbound paranormal cozy mystery
series.
The Lincolnshire Wolds, 1812. When
housemaid Bessie Bell is thrown out
into a cold October night, her
prospects could scarcely seem worse.
With nowhere to go and no one to help
her, how will she survive? But on the
road she meets a mysterious gentleman,
and her fortunes take an immediate turn
for the… strange. For the nightmare
horse Tatterfoal stalks the fogdrenched Wolds, and Mr. Green is
determined to catch him. But why?
Caught up in a dark adventure, Bessie
is swept far beyond the shores of
England and into Faerie Aylfenhame.
Dangers untold await the unwary in the
Goblinlands, though the greatest
dangers of all may lie right behind
her. For Tatterfoal answers only to his
master, the Goblin King… From the
author of The Malykant Mysteries comes
a darkly delicious tale of love, magic
and fairytale adventure.
Dead & Buried
Some Enchanted Éclair
An Artificial Night
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Born to Run
A Psychic Eye Mystery
Newbery Medal winner The Cross of Lead is
"a page-turner from beginning to end...
full of adventure, mystery, and action"
(School Library Journal). "Avi's plot is
engineered for maximum thrills, with
twists, turns, and treachery aplenty. . .
. A page-turner to delight Avi's fans, it
will leave readers hoping for a
sequel."-Publishers Weekly (starred
review) " . . . [T]he book is a pageturner from beginning to end . . . [A]
meticulously crafted story, full of
adventure, mystery, and action." -School
Library Journal (starred review)
"Historical fiction at its finest."-VOYA
Welcome to Starry Hollow, where spells
were made to be broken. Ember Rose is
working hard to smooth the path for her
relationship with the stoic vampire Alec
Hale. She hits a massive bump, however,
when a body is discovered drained of blood
and Alec is one of the key suspects.
Sheriff Nash insists that his interest in
Alec isn't personal, but Ember isn't
convinced. Unfortunately, it isn't just
Alec that needs her help. Ember also finds
herself trying to disentangle a
vacationing couple from the mortal
mess--Emma and Daniel from Spellbound. It
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doesn't help that Marley is having a
crisis of her own and Raoul comes down
with a mysterious illness that no healer
is able to cure. Can Ember identify the
real murderer and absolve the accused or
will she encounter a permanent blockade on
the road to happiness? Magic & Mishaps is
the ninth book in the Starry Hollow
Witches paranormal cozy mystery series.
This is a full-length, humorous magical
cozy mystery novel and features a
crossover with Emma Hart and Daniel Starr
from the Spellbound series.Books in the
series include: Magic & Murder, Book
1Magic & Mystery, Book 2 Magic & Mischief,
Book 3 Magic & Mayhem, Book 4Magic &
Mercy, Book 5Magic & Madness, Book 6Magic
& Malice, Book 7Magic & Mythos, Book
8Books in the Spellbound series include:
Curse the Day, Book 1Doom and Broom, Book
2 Spell's Bells, Book 3 Lucky Charm, Book
4Better Than Hex, Book 5Cast Away, Book 6A
Touch of Magic, Book 7A Drop in the
Potion, Book 8Hemlocked and Loaded, Book
9All Spell Breaks Loose, Book 10Books in
the Spellbound Ever After series include:
Crazy For Brew, Book 1Lost That Coven
Feeling, Book 2Wands Upon A Time, Book
3Charmed Offensive, Book 4Federal Bureau
of Magic cozy mystery seriesGreat Balls of
Fury, Book 1Fury Godmother, Book 2No Guts,
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No Fury, Book 3Grace Under Fury, Book 4
When a sleeping dwarf is found entombed in
a glass coffin and remedial witch Sophie
is blamed, Emma Hart must defend her
friend while trying to get to the bottom
of the enchantment. The investigation
lands Emma smack dab in the middle of
Spellbound's dating scene, where plenty of
the town's residents are eager to make her
acquaintance. Emma knows it's time to kick
her witchy skills up a notch if she
expects to survive Thursday night speed
dating and keep sweet Sophie from a life
in paranormal prison.
Welcome to Spellbound, where paranormal is
the new normal. Emma Hart has a lot on her
paranormal plate--a wedding to plan, a
trespasser to defend, and a longstanding
curse to break. When a pixie dies under
mysterious circumstances, her endless list
of Things To Do grows even longer. Will
she manage to uncover the truth behind the
pixie's death before she becomes the next
victim? Hemlocked and Loaded is the ninth
book in the Spellbound paranormal cozy
mystery series. This is a full-length,
humorous cozy mystery novel. Books in the
series include: Curse the Day, Book 1 Doom
and Broom, Book 2 Spell's Bells, Book 3
Lucky Charm, Book 4 Better Than Hex, Book
5 Cast Away, Book 6 A Touch of Magic, Book
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7 A Drop in the Potion, Book 8
A Cozy Witch Mystery
Magic & Murder
Hemlocked and Loaded
Internment
A Paranormal Women's Fiction Mystery

Welcome to Spellbound, where paranormal is
the new normal.The big day is quickly
approaching for Emma Hart. The best laid
plans go awry, however, when a potion causes
her to lose important memories. Without
Emma's crucial memories, the coven worries
that their hard work to undo the curse on
Spellbound will remain at a standstill. It's all
wands on deck as Emma's friends rally to get
to the bottom of the mystery potion.Will
Emma recover her memories in time to walk
down the aisle and save Spellbound? A not-tomiss book for readers of the series!All Spell
Breaks Loose is the 10th book in the
Spellbound paranormal cozy mystery series.
This is a full-length, humorous cozy mystery
novel.
When a Hollywood movie starts filming in
Savannah, magical baker Katie Lightfoot and
her witches' coven snag parts as extras until
murder takes a starring role, forcing them to
conjure up a killer before someone else gets
the axe. Original.
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The Well of Loneliness, first published in
1928, is a timeless portrayal of lesbian love.
The thinly disguised story of Hall's own life, it
was banned outright upon publication and
almost ruined her literary career as the
subject was that of an obscenity trial and
forbidden at the time in England. The novel
tells the story of Stephen, an ideal child of
aristocratic parents—a fencer, a horse rider
and a keen scholar. Stephen grows to be a war
hero, a bestselling writer and a loyal,
protective lover. But Stephen is a woman, and
is attracted to women. As her ambitions drive
her, and society incarcerates her, Stephen is
forced into desperate actions. Although
Gordon's attitude toward her own sexuality is
anguished, the novel presents lesbianism as
natural and makes a plea for greater
tolerance. It became an international
bestseller, and for decades was the single
most famous lesbian novel.
The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe
The Obsidian Mountain Trilogy, Book One
Petal to the Metal
Slaves of Freedom
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